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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP2436446A1] A multi-chamber plate (110) is disclosed: preferably for analytical purposes, the multi-chamber plate (110) has a plurality
of chambers (112) and a channel system (114) for filling the chambers (112) with at least one sample fluid (113). The multi-chamber plate (110)
has a proximal end (116) and a distal end (118). A radial direction (120) is defined from the proximal end (116) to the distal end (118). A centrifugal
force (122) is applicable parallel to the radial direction (120). The channel system (114) comprises at least one application site (124) for applying
the sample fluid (113) to the channel system (114). The chambers (112) each have at least one inlet opening (126) and at least one outlet opening
(128) being separate from the inlet opening (126). Both the inlet opening (126) and the outlet opening (128) are positioned on a proximal side (130)
of the chambers (112). The chambers (112) are fillable through the inlet openings (126) with the sample fluid (113) driven by the centrifugal force
(122). The chambers (112) are vented through the outlet openings (128). At least one reagent (200) is located in the chambers (112). The channel
system (114) has at least one main feeding line (132) and has at least one main venting line (134). The inlet openings (126) are connected to the
main feeding line (132) at inlet channel junctions (136) and the outlet openings (128) are connected to the main venting line (134) at outlet channel
junctions (138). The inlet channel junctions (136) are located further towards the distal end (118) than the respective outlet channel junctions (138).
The inlet openings (126), the outlet openings (128), the inlet channel junctions (136) and the outlet channel junctions (138) are arranged such that,
during the filling with the sample fluid (113), a venting of each chamber (112) is possible until the respective chamber (112) is completely filled
with the sample fluid (113). Described layouts provide controlled, complete filling of the chambers (112) while strongly reducing the risk of cross-
contamination of reagents (200), contained in the chambers (112), and trapping of gas bubbles in the chambers (112).
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